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The following provides title, 1993 subscription price, (1991 
subscription price), percentage increase over two years, the 
department charged, and the publisher (A = Amer.Inst. Physics, E = 
Elsevier, G = Gordon & Breach, I = Inst. of Physics, P = Pergamon, W = 
Wiley).  This list does not include expensive reference indexes and 
services. 
 
Analytica chimica acta. 2817 (2147), 31%, chm, E 
Applicable analysis. 3344 (1566), 114%, mth, G 
Biochimica et biophysica acta. 7279 (5828), 25%, bcp, E 
Carbohydrate research. 2724 (1761), 25%  chm, E 
Chemical physics. 2638 (1971), 34%, phy, E 
Chemical physics letters. 4453 (2997), 49%, phy, E 
Comparative biochemistry and physiology. 
      Sections A, B, C. 5463 (3700), 48%, bio, P 
Computer methods in applied mechanics. 2748 (1908), 44%, coe, E 
Computers and structures. 2546 (1850), 38%, cve, P 
Discrete mathematics. 3067 (2039), 50%, mth, E 
Gene. 3508 (2680), 31%, bio, E 
J. of applied polymer science. 3530 (2243), 57%, che, W 
J of chromatography. 4822 (3746), 29%, ?, E 
J of comparative neurology. 5475 (4290), 27%, zoo, W 
J of crystal growth. 4990 (3539), 41%, che, E 
J of electroanalytical chemistry. 4502 (3890), 16%, ?, E 
J of magnetism and magnetic materials. 3455 (2199), 57%, phy, E 
J of membrane science. 2604 (1794), 50%, che, E 
J of molecular structure. 5091 (4016), 27%, chm, E 
J of non-crystalline solids. 3313 (2162), 53%, chm, E 
J of organometallic chemistry. 4550 (3869), 18%, chm, E 
J of physics; condensed matter. 3858 (1992: 2894), 33%, phy, I 
J of polymer science. 2540 (1595), 59%, chm, W 
Materials science and engineering, A. 3443 (2210-est.), 58%, che, E 
Neuroscience. 3515 (1985), 77%, zoo, P 
Nuclear physics, A & B. 11082 (7927), 40%, phy, E 
Physica, A B C D. 8951 (5865), 53%, phy, E 
Physical review. 6010 (4570), 32%, phy, A 
Physics letters, A. 2608 (1685), 55%, phy, E 
Physics letters, B. 4683 (3202), 46%, phy, E 
Surface science. 5759 (4155), 39%, chm, E 
Tetrahedron. 5919 (3760), 57%, chm, P 
Tetrahedron letters. 5273 (3380), 56%, chm, P 
Theoretical computer science. 2680 (1685), 59%, csc, E 
Thin solid films. 4182 (3250), 29%, zza, E 
Wear. 3090 (1676), 84%, mce, E 
